
Sample Trip Itinerary 

 

Evening One – arrive earlier in the day, gather for dinner and review the trip plans  

 

Day 1 

Tour begins between 8:30 – 9:00  

Drive to distillery and see local sites on the way 

Tour of distillery, some of these Estates have been in operation since 1763 and most still use open vats 
for fermentation, and lunch at the distillery or local restaurant nearby.  

On the boat for some sailing, visiting some of the most lovely beaches in the Caribbean, snorkeling 
and/or beach time 

Dinner at a local restaurant where we can enjoy a local favorites, fish, and lobster. 

Day 2  

Meet between 8:30 – 9:00 

Visit local open air fresh food, spice and artisan markets and enjoy shopping time 

Tour distillery and enjoy rum tastings. Rhum’s of the French West Indian’s are different than most other 
rums. You will get the chance to find out how are why they are in their own class and watch how they 
are made. All questions will be answered about Rhum an sampling of the final product.  

Visit major attraction for that island i.e., tour botanical gardens, trek to waterfalls and rainforests 

 

Day 3  

Typically, a travel day 

Depending on travel distance we would leave right after breakfast 

Fishing while underway 

Want to learn a little about sailing—Captain Carl will instruct about basic sailing technique or just relax 
on the deck under the tropical sun 

Gourmet lunch on the boat featuring fresh fish-potentially caught on tour, tropical fruits and salads and 
of course Rum beverages  

Dinner and evening festivities i.e., visiting local watering holes will be on the second island 

  



 

Day 4 

Meet between 8:30 – 9:00  

Day 4, the first day on second island will be very much like the day 1 on the first island. The main 
difference will be the beach party at the end of the day, conditions permitting. It will be time for us to 
say so glad y’all came down and traveled with us and no Caribbean trip can really be complete without a 
peach party. We can watch the sun go down and keep an eye out for the green flash. 

Day 5 

Meet around 10:00 am  

Visit open air markets and enjoy a little site seeing  

Tour of distillery after lunch 

After distillery tour we can have a bit of open time to do what the group wants. And with that the 
Charter is over.  

 

  

 


